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La Psychologie allemande contemporaine. (I?cole erperimentale.) Par TH.
REBOT, Directeur de la Eevue PhUoiophique. Deuxieme Edition,
corrigee et augmentee. Paris : F. Alcan, 1885. Pp. n i i v . , 380.

M. Bibofs very serviceable account of present German psychology,
originally published in 1879, is not a little altered and added to in this
second edition. The net increase of 12 pp." gives no idea of the labour
he has bestowed in incorporating with his exposition the main results of
the last six years of active work recorded in periodicals like Prof. Wundt's
Philosophitche Studien or set forth in special monographs. Retrenchments
at various points render the additions altogether very considerable. The
overstrained declaration in favour of the physio-psychological, as against
the introspective, method of investigation remains as it was in the intro-
duction ; but in spite of the author's exaggeration at this point, his work in
general is much to be commended, and a good translation of it would go
far to fill a gap that still remains in English psychological literature.

Du Langcwe et de hi Afutique. Par S. STBICKEB, Professeur 4 l'Universite
de vienne. Traduit de l'Allemand par FR&D^BIO SCHWTEDIIAHD.
Paris : F. Alcan, 1886. Pp. 180.

For this French translation of his Studien uber die SprachvortUUungen
(noticed in MIND XIX. on its appearance) the author has made some
additions, of which the most important are c 22 (" On the Representation
of Musical Sounds") and pp. 33-46 of c 6. This last passage contains a
fuller discussion of the researches of Fritsch, Hitzig ana Ferrier than was
thought necessary in the first edition. In order to meet the opposition of
Goltz, Dr. Strieker has repeated many of the experiments of those physio-
logists, and on the ground of his results maintainn the theory of the sepa-
ration of motor from sensory centres in the cerebrum. He finds that
physiological experiments and pathological observations alike confirm the
conclusion at which he had arrived psychologically that " pure representa-
tions " of words consist of motor and not of sensory images. In the new
chapter on musical sounds he contends that the motor element is
fundamental in representations of tones as in representations of words.
The acoustic element in music corresponds to colour in pictures, the motor
element to drawing: and as in the blind the sense of form—which may
be appealed to by raised outlines—is detached from that of colour, so in "a
(comparatively) non-musical person the motor representations become
detached (in memory) from acoustic representations ; even in the non-
musical, however, these last predominate at the time, while musicians also
have what they call "abstract" representations of melodies, which are really
motor representations. The arguments of Stumpf and Henle against this
view are discussed ; the author contending that in admitting that melodies
can be represented in an "abstract" manner they in effect concede his
position. The distinction he had made between movements of articulation
properly so called and laryngeal movements is applied to the case of
musical sounds ; " internal song" is independent of change in the position
of the larynx. Dr. Strieker is disposed to believe that the tensor tympani
plays an important part in the hearing especially of sounds of high pitch.

Le Sommeil et Us Bines contideres prineipalement dans leurt Bapportt avec Us
Theories de la Certitude et de la Mtmoire. Par J . DELBffiUF, Professeur
a l'Universite de Liege. "Le Principe de la Fixation de la Force."
Paris : F. Alcan, 1886. Pp. 262.

After a critical review of the works of other writers on sleep and dreams
(Introduction, pp. 1-53), the author discusses the relation of dreams first to
the theory of certitude (pp. 65-102) and then to the theory of memory
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(pp. 103-253). In dream, as distinguished alike from the waking-state and
from reverie, there is absence of any perceptions from which the
" conceptions D (i.«., images) that are passing through the mind can be dis-
tinguished. Having acquired in waking-life the habit of referring our
perceptions to an external object we make a m'milnr reference of our
conceptions in dreams ; hence the element of illusion. The testimony of
others is the only criterion of perception as distinguished from conception,
and this is not infallible ; there is always room for doubt " Speculative
doubt," a doubt " purely theoretical" applied to things of which we have
at bottom no doubt, "is the appanage of a mind in full possession of its
reason and is at the same time the sufficient and absolute distinctive sign
of reasoned certitude ". In laying the foundation of his theory of memory
as " the fixation of force," the author discusses at some length the doctrine
of the transformation of physical forces. He argues that through the
tendency of all forces to equilibrium the " transfonnability of force"
will at length be practically exhausted ; the universe must approach
indefinitely nearer to a state in which there is uniform distribution of
heat and no movement of translation. Organisms fix external force in
their substance in the form of a state of equilibrium more or less complete.
The cause of sleep is accumulation, not expenditure, of force ; for, granted
that we expend force in acquiring, say, a piece of knowledge, the effect of
this expenditure is to fix in the brain other forces in the shape of ideas.
An organism may be regarded as consisting of a " central nucleus " of an-
cestral and personal habits, and, round this nucleus, of concentric layers on
which are impressed as on photographic plates images perceived during
each day's existence in the past. In the waking-state there is always a
" peripheral layer" which alone remains capable of fixing external forces in
the form of memories. When the sensibility of the "periphery " (which
need not, of course, be physically the superficies of the organism) is
exhausted, sleep arrives ; psychically nothing now exists but memories and
habits ; present impressions have practically disappeared with the exhaus-
tion of sensibility. During sleep the peripheral sensibility is reconstituted.
The author contends that nothing that has once been impressed on the
sensibility ever disappears. He showB (especially from a dream of his own
of which he recorded the details accurately at the time and had to seek for
an explanation during a long subsequent period) how some momentary
impression that in waking-life appears to have been completely forgotten,
may be revived in a dream : hence the importance of sleep and dreams
for the theory of memory. Among isolated observations mav be men-
tioned (1) the remark that what appears to be metamorphosis of objects in
dreams is often only substitution and not transformation of images ; (2) the
explanation of the class of dreams in which the solution of a problem
insoluble for the dreamer is attributed to another person, at " dramatisa-
tion " of the habit of thinking in dialogue ; and (3) the attribution of the
circumstance that we may "dream we are dreaming" to the habit of
TnAkinp the distinction between dream and reality in waking-life and the
persistence of this, as of all habitual modes of thought, in sleep.

La Philosophic ancienne. Histoire gene'rale <le ses Systemes. Par CH.
B&NABD, Ancien Professeur de Philosophie dons les Lycees de Paris
et a l'Jicole normale superieure. Premiere Partie. Paris : F. Alcan,
1886. Pp. cxxviii., 398.

The author's intention in this history of ancient philosophy has been to
give a clear view of the philosophical character of each system without
going minutely into questions of scholarship ; as much biography being
given as can contribute to the understanding of the philosophical expo-
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